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Abstract

It is shown that the equations of cliscretc symmetry of thc four
diluensional self-dual theory may be solved in the detenninantal form
for arbitrary semisimple gauge algebra sinlilar to the known case of
A l algebra. The essential differencc comparc with Alcase consists
in the fact that in the general case it arises the r independent linear
systems of equations in terms of which thc solution of the self-dual
system may be expressed (r is the rank of thc semisitnple algebra).

1 Introduction

The first attempt to apply the concept of Bäcklund transformations to the
problem of self-dual Yang-Mills equations was Inade abol1t twenty years aga
in the weil known paper of Corrigan, Fairlie, Goddard and Yates [1), (see
also [2]). In the case of the A l gauge algebra they constrl1cted a hierarchy of
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explicit solutions in determinantal fonn in tenns of a known solution of free
four-dimensional d'Alembert equation.

Now it has become clear that this situation is generic to an integrable
systems [3]. The equations of an such systems are invariant with respect to
a specific form of nonlinear transfonnation which permits the construction
of new solutions from previously known ones. In a sense the transformation
employed may be considered as particular case of a Bäcklund transformation
in the. usual interpretation of this term. But in contradiction to thc Bäcklund
case this transfonnation does not contain any adjllstable parameters and so
the number of arbitrary parameters (functions) are the same for the whole
hierarchy of solutions as the given initial one.

To emphasize this property we use the tenn discrete transformation (dis
crete substitution) in spite of its 0 bvious connection wi th the idea of Bäcklund.
The discrete transformation is always invertible and so from an algebraic
point of view may be considered as an element of the infinite-diInensional
cyclic group (Z) which of course possesses S0111e additional properties [4].

The importance of the investigation of discrete transformations in the case
of the four-dimensional self-dual systern is connected with the conjecture of
R,.S. Ward [5] that an integrable systerns may bc obtained as a reduction
of this self-dual systenl on to spaces of lower diInensions. If this hypothesis
is true, in whole 01' in part, then it will be possible to obtain the discrete
transformation for all such integrable systems ( which satisfy \.yard 's con
jecture ) by the corresponding reduction from the discrete transformation of
thc self-dual ooe.

The general form of the discrete transformation for the self-dual system
with an arbitrary semisimple gauge algebra was established in paper [6].
In the case of Al a solution of the equation of discrete transformation was
obtained which generalized that of the paper quoted above [1]. The gen
eralization to the case of N-extended supersynlInetric self-duality equations
was presented in [7}, where the reader can find an the necessary background
information for ullderstanding thc material of the present paper.

It is remarkable that all results concerning the A l case admit generaliza
tion to the case of an arbitrary semisiluple gauge algebra from which it is
possible to obtain a solution of the equations of thc discrete transformation
in explicit determinantal form using sorne appropriate boundary conditions
sinülar to the Alcase. The goal of thc prescnt paper is to make known to
thc reader the results of corresponding calculations.
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Now we describe briefly the strategy of our calculations. In section 2 we
present notations and explicit form of cliscrete transformation in terms of
equations on unknown algebra and grollp-valued functions. In section 3 We
remind the reader about some universal Al algebra embedding into arbitrary
semi-simple one. The gradation of selnisiInple algebras arising in this way
will be intensively used in our calculations. In section 4 the equation for
group valued function is solved in explicit form. In section 5 this problem is
solved for the algebra-valued function.

In both cases the solution is representcd algebraicaly in terms of an arbi
trary known solution of the self-dual system anel its 3 nonlocal integrals. In
section 6 we represent the final form of elirect anel inverse discrete transfor
Inations, show its symmetry with respect to grollp multiplication from left
and right and discuss briefly possibilities arising after its Inany-times appli
cation to some given solution of the self-dual systern. In section 7 a reduced
self-dual systeln is introduced and its additional symmetry (auto-Bäcklund
transformation) is represented in the fonn of infinite chain of equations. This
is the main point because solution of initial self-elual systern will be possi
ble to represent by help of discrete transformation via solution of reduced
system interrupted by appropriate boundary conditions. In section 8 further
necessary properties of "maxiInal root" embedding of section 3 are investi
gated. This Inaterial will be nccessary for understanding thc representation
of discrete transformation in invariant form. In section 9 two steps of the
programme above are realised in explicit form. Solution of self-dual system is
represented in explicit form in terms of solution of reduceel self-dual system
fO,fl,f2,PO,Pl on the first step and rO,rt,r2,r3,r4,PO,Pl,P2 on the second
one via rational functions of variables enumerated above. In seetion 10 the
concrete exalnple of the An+l algebra is considered. In cOlnponent form all
formulae of the previous section may bc represellted in determinantal form.
In section 11 solution of reduced self-dual systeln represented in explicit form.
Possible way of illterrupting of infinite recluced self-cltlal chain by appropriate
boundary conditions are discuused in section 12.
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2 Notations and discrete transformation of
four-dimensional self-dual system

Let us write the self-eluality equations for the elelnents C,f with values in a
semisimple Lie group anel algebra respectively in the form:

(2.1)

C-1CZ = !y, C-1Gy = - 12
where y, fi, zz are the foul' independent variables of the problem. As a direct
consequence of (2.1) we obtain from one siele the single equation for the
element G in usual Yang's formalism

and on the other siele equations for algebra valucd functions f anel f

(2.2)

(2.3)
1 1

(fy - 2[/' fzDy + (Iz - 2" [fy, jDz = 0

which will be used in further calculations.
The following holds [6],[7]:
There exists such an element S taking the values in the gauge group such

that

Equation (2.2) nlay be rewritten in the divergence ("conservation law") form
[8], [9]

(2.4)

Here xt is the element of the algebra c01lcsponding to its maximal root,
divided by its norm, i. e.

[Xi!,XM] = H, [H,xitl = ±2Xit,
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f - is the coefficient in the decomposition 0/ f 0/ the element X"M corre
sponding to the maximal negative root 01 the algebra. Now define the element
F taking values in the algebra by the following relations:

8F = S8! S-1 + 8S S-l
8y 8y 8E 1

8F = S8! S-l _ 8S S-l.
8z uz Df}

(2.5)

then the algebra-valued function F satisfy the salne equations (2.2) as f.
The corresponding discrete transformation of the group and algebra-valued
fUllctions G and f are the following:

G=SG 1

C- 1X+G
- 1 At -
F= ' +!

f-
(2.6)

The proof of this proposition can be found in thc papers cited above. Our
goal here is the explicit solution of (2.4).

3 Al algebra embedding of maximal root and
its properties

vVe will begin with abrief description of the properties of a universal Al
algebra embedding into an arbitrary sClnisimple one. Let us consider three
dimensional subalgebra constructed froln generators of maximal root X±, H
( henceforth wo onüt the index M in definition of thc generators of the
maximal root). In this embedding the structure constants of H commuted
with thc generators af the scmisimple algebra take only vallIes s = 0, ±l, ±2:
[H, X;] = ±sX;. This means that the semisirnple algebra Inay be considered
as a graded one. The spaces with s = ±2 are one-dimensional and consist of
the single elements X± - the generators of the lüghcst root of the algebra. The
generators of the divisors of the lüghest roots X;: [X;, ,/\t] = ±Oo+ß,MX±
belong to subspaces with degree s = ±l. All other generators are contained
in the subspace with degree zero.

In other words with respect to such an elnbedding all generators of thc
algebra are decomposed into multiplets with II orbital quantum numbers"
equal to 0, ~ and 1. The multiplet with l = 1 rcprescnts thc generators of thc
A 1 subalgebra. The spinar multiplets are constructcd frOln the divisors of the
maximal root: ,/\:, [X:, X-]. All thc generators of the space with thc zero
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degree are singlets. In connection with this gracling an arbitrary algebra
valued function (c.g. thc solution of thc equatioll (2.1)) may be represented
as the surn of components with different degree

(3.1)

In what follows symbols' and ' will mean differentiation with respect to two
pairs of the independent arguments (y, z) anel (z, -V) and consequently each
equation in this notations is really the pair of eql1ations after corresponding
substitution.

In this notation the system of self-dual equations in the 1l conservation
law" form is the following

iL = J~ + wJ- + ~([J~, i.:]x+) R+ = J~ - w!+ + ~([j~, i~]x-)

p!- = (1~)'+[1~,jO]+1-[X-,jt], p~ = (f~),+(1~,jO]+f+[X+,i!-] (3.2)
. 1· 1 1 , 1 - - 1 -

14J = 1~ + 2[f~, 12.] + 2[/-' 1t] + 2(/+1- - f-!+)H + 2[/0110]

Thc values R±, R{j, pl± introduced above we will call nonlocal integrals of
the corresponding graded space,

It is not difficult to check that SystCIll (3.2) is invariant with respect to
the following change of unknown functions

(3.3)
w w

fo- 2 -+!0-2' w-+-w, 1--+1+-

This symmetry is a direct consequence of an inner authoIllorphism of the
semisimple algebra connected with Vvcyl reftcction of its maximal root. We
conserve this notation for symmetry (3.3).

4 Explicit expression for the group-valued func
tion S

Now let us return to equation (2.4) and note that its algebra-valued right
hand siele contains the generators of ma.xiIllal positive root x+ 1 all its divisors
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and the Cartan element H. This 2j + 2 (2j is the number of the divisors
of the maximal root) generators realise a solvable algebra, the "diagonal"
part of which coincides with the generator H, thc nilpotent part coincides
with the Heisenberg algebra in j-dimensional space, where the roles of the
generalised coordinates xt and momenta Xt~k are taken by the divisors
of the maximal root:[Xt, Xk-- k ] = xt( X+); thc generator xt plays the
role of the ideal of the Heisenberg algebra which COlnmutes with all its other
elements. An arbitrary element of such an algebra may be written in the
form

where "position" X and "lnomenturn" P subspaces are each cOlnmutative.
As it follows from (2.4) the group-valued element S belongs to thc corre

sponding solvable group and hence may be represented in the form:

S = exprH exp AexpBexpaX+ (4.1)

The comlnutation relations between the different elements taking part in the
last equali ty are as folIows:

[H,A] = A, [H,B] = B, [X+,B] = [X+,B] = 0,

[B ,B] = [A, A] = 0, [A, B] = X+orO

In the notations of the end of the last section equation (2.4) takes the form

8-1$ = f(H + A + B - [B,A] + 2aX+) + A + 13 - [B,A] + aX+ =

(4.2)

1 [ + '1] . ) ( w f~) +f- (X ,f- + f_H - f- + f~ X

where [X+, 10] = -wX+, w = Sp(H10) . FrOIn (3.1) comparing the genera
tors of the same graded subspaces we obtain

r = In f-, (A + B)f- = [X+ 1 f~]

(4.3)

(Cl! + ~[~, BJ)j':)X+ - ~: ([B, A] - [13, AJ) = -(wj_ + j~)X+
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Using the Weyl formula exp A exp B = exp(A + B + 1[A, BD (in the case
when [A, B] commutes with both operators A and B) we can represent S
(4.1) in thc form

8 = exp rH exp(A + B) exp(a + ~(X-[A, BJ))X+ (4.4)

Conserving for the sum Ci + ~(X-[A, BD the same notation Ci ( only this
combination will be necessary for further ca1clllations) we rewrite equation
(4.3) finally in the form

(4.5)

So we see that in order to obtain an explicit expression for element S it is
necessary to solve the pair of equations (4.5), which are self-consistent (as it
will be seen from the further consideration).

By the same technique we obtain

8'8- 1 = (a'f:J- ~([J~, (j~)']X+))X+ + f-(A + B)' + ~= H (4.6)

5 Explicit solution of the discrete transfor
mation for algebra-valued function F

Now we substitute (3.1) 1 (4.4) anel (4.6) into eqllation of the discrete trans
formation (2.5) anel COInpare the algebra-valueel functions in the subspaces
with equal degrec.

The space s = -2 is one-dimensional and we obtain immediately

1
F =--- f-

In the case of subspace s = -1 the following equality arises:

Keeping in mind that

8
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we obtain finally

pI = f~
- f- (5.2)

In the case zero-graded subspace it is necessary to take into account the
input from terms S'S-l. We obtain successively ( for simplicity we introduce
notation [X+ 1 f~l = 8)

(5.4)
n w l[(},f~]

Po - -H = 10 - -H + ---
2 2 2 f-

The projection of (5.3) on H gives

So for all generators of the zero-gradecl subspace which are ortogonal to H
we obtain

(5.5)

Comparing the last equation with (4.5) we COIlle to the conclusion that

(5.6)

Supstituting this expression in (5.5) wc obtain

(5.7)

where is R_ is thc nonlocal integral of the degrec -2 subspace of equation
(2.3). After this (5.7) can be rewritten also in thc form

(5.8)

Notice that in thc case 1~ = 0 the equatioll (5.5) is the same as in the
previously known case of the Al algebra [6],[7].
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The subspace of unit degree gives thc equatioll

. 1 1 f - T- 1 1 '1 . . '1 . B 1

F+ = 3' f: [B[B[B, X ]]]+ 2! f- [B[B, f_]]+[B, fo+af-H]+ f+f-+Baf-+( f-) f-
(5.9)

Tbe furtber evolution of this equality is connected with tbe following obvi
ous identities which arc the direct consequence of the determination of the
grading operator H given above and SOIne purely algebraic operations:

[B, JY-] = f~, [B, [B', f~]] = 3[B, [B, j~]] + 3(j~, B)B

Substituting all these expressions into the last equality in (5.9) we obtain

The equation for algebra-valued function e nHty be obtailled on commuting
the degree -1 cOInponcnt of cquation (2.1) with thc generator of tbe Inaximal
positive root of the algebra and has thc form

This equation Inay be written in the divergence fonn, which can be partially
resolved by introduction nonlocal conserved quantities PI

(pdy = (f~)yf- + B2 +wye + [e, f~]

(pdz = (f~)zf- - Bfi + wzB + [e, f~]

Bearing all this in mind we obtain finally

F 1 _ _!.- [e, [B, [B, ..'\" - ]]] _ R_ B
+ - 3! f- f- + Pt

(5.11)

It only remains to calculate thc function F+ of the one-diInensional +2 gradcd
space. We bave

. 1 f- 1 1 1 "I 1· 1
F+ = 4! !: [B[B[B, f -lll + 3! f_[B[B[e, f -]]] + 2! [erB, 10]] + 1- [e, f+]+

(5.12)
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x+(j:i+ + a 2f:i- - af:w + a'f:) + ~(j~e))

Let us use the following notation 1- - ~,R_ - R I . RemcInbering the deter
mination of RI with help of equation (5.7) we can calculate the d'Alembertian
of it anel the represent this result in the form of a conservation law. We obtain
in this way

. ,. 1 1. 2 . 1 '1 I
R2 = R I + wR l + "2(1-p) + !ltJ1+ - "21-(1+1-)

Substituting (5.7),(5.10) anel (5.13) into (5.12) we obtain finally

F+ = -R
2

+ Ri _ ~ ([B, f~][B, 1~])
R{J 4! 14J

(5.13)

(5.14)

6 The final form of direct and inverse discrete
transformation

As it is possible to see from the explicit form of the discrete transformation
of the last section, its double applicatioll to a given solution 1 returns to
the same solution excluding possible trivial additional tenns to 1 depending
only on arguments y, Z (constants of integration). By this reason if we want
to obtain new solutions from a given one by help of multiple application of
our discrete transformation it is necessal'Y first to perfonn some point like
transformation on 1 with respect to which self-dual system (3.2) is invariant.
As such kind of transformation we will use reflectioll of maximal root of alge
bra (3.3). As a result of consecutive application of these two transformations
to the solution f of self-dual system the corresponding formulas of the last
section take the fonn

R1
CY=--

1?t-
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(6.1)

F~ = -;! [J~,[J~X~'X-]]] + R;:~ -Pj, Pj = [X+,i~]J++f~+[J~,jO]

F -R _RI ~([/t,[f~,X_]])2
+ - 2 Rn + 4! Ro

R2 = R; - wRj + ~(X-[J~Pd) + f~j- + ~f+(i.~f~)

F = ~ pI = [X-Jf~]
- f+' - f+

Fa - 0, H = Ja _ wH + ~[f~[J~,X_]]
2 2 2 f+

o _ W R1 . _ I1 .f 1 ([fl f'l] r ) R1
"2-"2+ f+' R1 - +-·w ++2 +, +x_, a=-J~

(6.2)

F~ = - ;! [J~, [J~X~' X-]]] + j:~-Pj , Pj = [X+, j':]J+ + f~ + [J~, jO]

F =R _Ri+~([JtJ[ftJX-]])2
+ 2 ~ 4! Rn

. 1 1 . 2' 1 . 1
R2 = R~ - wR I + 2"(X-[f+Ptl) + 1+1- + 21+(1!-1+)

Very complicated at first sight, thc cxprcssions for the graded components of
the cliscrete transformation become sitnpler after rcwriting (6.2) in the fonn

From the last expession it is clear that discrctc transfonnation for algebra
valued function f determined at whole by non negative cOlnponents of initial
solution 1+ Rn, ft - Po, Ja and nonlocal integrals R 1, R2 of +2 graded
subspace and PI of the +1 graded ones. lf thc reader remembcrs that (6.3)
describe discretc transformation for thc case of arbitrary simisimple algebra
then he nlust agree that the form of thc final resllit (6.3) is astonishingly
simple.
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The discrete transformation (6.3) is invertible. As a result of resolving
(6.3) the "old" solution f may be representecl in terms of the "new" one F
as

f = FO-P_l+R2X++(Ro)-1 exp( -R-u\_+Po)J\+ exp(R_1..'\_-PO) (6.4)

where FOl ~ = F_, Po are nonpositive degree cOlnponcnts of solution F,
R_ 1l R_2 , P- 1 are the conserved quantities introcluced above (up to a sign
change). Equations for them may be obtainecl froln equations for conserved
values with positive indexes (6.2) by Ineans of changing thc "old" function f
by the new one F.

It may seenl that the discrete transformation for the self-dual system
is asymmetrical with respect to multiplication of its unknown group-valued
function only from left G = 5g. But this is not so. The same trick it is
possible to repeat with the pair g, J as it was done before with pair g, f. All
formulae for this case Inay be obtained from corrcsponding formulae of this
section by operation of complex cojugation with siInultaneously changing of
independent arguments y ~ Y, z ~ z anel visa versa. To distinguish these
kinds of discretc transformation we will usc terms lcft (Si) and right (Sr) ones
for them in what follows. So by help of multiple application of direct (6.3) 01'

inverse (6.4) discrete transformation it is possible to construct a new solution
from an arbitrary given one. There are sorne obvious possibilities which may
be arise in this process. It may happen that this process is unlimited in both
directions anel we will obtain infinite nuruber 'lnew"sollltions all of which
are in some sense equivalent to the initial one. For instance if we have
deal with general solution of Cauchy problelll for self-dllal system that it
is obvious that after discrete transformation we will have tbe sarne solution
only with possible change of tbe initial function of the Callchy problem. The
other possibility consists in assuming that after adefinite number of discrete
transformation we will come back to the initial solution 01' to a solution
connected with it by some other transformation (not a cliscrete one). In this
case we will have some periodicity in thc infinite chain of l'newl' solutions.
Finally it may happen that after adefinite number of steps we will come
to a solution to which further application of thc discrete transformation is
meaningless (f± = 0 in the case uncler consideration). Precisely this case
will be the subject of our further consideration. In the case of integrable
systems in (1 + 1) and (1 + 2) such a situation always arose in consideration
of multi-soliton solutions [4]. So it is possible to postulate that in the case
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(7.1)

of the faur-dimensional self-dual system this la.st possibility may in future be
connected with instanton and monopole problems

7 The self-dual system in the case of "solv
able" algebra

Now let us assulne that the terms frolll degree -1 and -2 subspaces are ab
sent in the solution of the self-dual system (3.2). In other words we assume
that the algebra-valued functions ! may be decomposed on the elements of
0, +1, +2 graded subspaces only. In this sense we have Hsed the tenn "solv
able" in thc tittle of this section. The arising system of equations for unknown
functions of degree +2,+1 and zero spaces takes the form (in conscrvation
law form)

r+ = f~ - wf+ + ~([J~, /l-]X_)

ih = (!~)' + [f~, jO]

(!o)yg + (Jo)zz = [(!O)Yl (Jo)z]

We see that the equation for the degree zero subspace is the usual self-dual
system with gauge group Gin / SL(2 ,R). As a direct consequence of (7.1) it
follows that thc function w satisfies the free d'Alelnbert equation

(W)yy + (w)zz = 0

The remarkable property of the reduced self-dual system (7.1) (we use small
case letters for its nonlocal conserved qllantitics) consists in the fact that it
possess some additional symmetry cornpared with the initial self-dual system
(3.2). Namely each set of functions T2n, ]Jnl Jo taking values in the subspaces
with graded indexes +2,+1 and °respectively from thc following infinite
dimensional system

Pn+l = p~ + [Pn, ja] (7.2)

are the solutions of system (7.1). Thc validity of this proposition can be
verified by directly. In terms of the solution of infinite-dilllensional system it
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will be possible to represent in explicit form rcsult of multiple application of
discrete transformation (6.2) to initial solution of rcduccd sclf-dual system
(7.1) which in its turn satisfy the self-dual systenl (3.2).

8 Universal A2-algebra embedding into arbi
trary semisimple one

In this section we investigate the furthcr reIuarkable properties of A l em
bedding of the maximal root of the third section. Let us consider arbitrary
eleInent of +1 graded subspace p and construct by help of it thc following
algebra-valued eleInents belonging to subspaccs with degrees +1, 0 anel -1

These five eleInents together with the generators of the highest root X±, H re
alize thc closed eight-dimensional algebra whieh is isomorphie to A2 (SU(3, R))
algebra ( if (S2) -# 0).

To prove this assertion let us considcr thc following obvious equality

Indeed tbe algebra-valued function frOln thc left side of the last equality
belongs to +2 graded subspace which is one-dimensional and so may differ
froIll X+ only my numerous multiplicator c. The values of it 111ay determineel
by multiplication of the last equality on ~\_ anel taking the trace from both
sides. The result is c = (s, s) =TTS'2 N 2 (s). Commuting the same
equality with the generator X_ we obtain two equal terms anel as a corollary
important for further calculations relation

[[P, X_ J[P[P[P, X_]]]] = [P[[P, X-l[P[p, X_]]]] = (S;s) H (8.1)

With the help of (8.1) oue cau convinccd that thc set of the following six
generators
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X~ = ()1 (~NP + 1/), X; = ()2( - ~Np + 1/), ()j ()2V6N3 (s) = 1

X~ = ()2(-~N[P, X-J + [1/, X_J), X: = -()j (~N[P,X-l + [1/, X_J)

satisfy the system of commutation relations for generators of the simple roots
and corresponding Cartan elements of A2 algebra. Thc remaining generators
of the maximal root coincide with X±:

All usual conditions of normalization

are also satisfied.
As a direct corollary of the above consideration we have the following:
1f the "norm" 01 element p of +1 subspace TT([P[P, X-]])2) =4!8 is not

equal to zero identically then it by itsell and element j; - [P[P1T1J-mconstructed
from it and also belongs to +1 graded subspace may be represented in the form

(8.2)

where Xt2 are the simple roots of A 2 algebTfLJ t some constant and go the
element of the group algebra of which coincides with the subspace 0/ zero

graded index.

9 Explicit expressions for solution of discrete
transformation

We now want to choose as the initial solution of reduced self-dual system
(7.1) and obtain the explicit expression for solution of self-clual system after
multi-time application of discrete transformation (6.3). VVe introduce also
the following notation for the coefficient functions f+ = 1'0, f~ = Po of the
initial solution.
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9.1 The zero step

We represent here thc explicit expressions for algebra /,1 and group 90 valued
functions of self-dual system (2.1)

f - = 0, f ~ = 0, f0= 4>0, f~ = ]Jo, f + = 1'0

90 = exp(1'-1 .."\+ + p-1)8

where 1'-1 and P-1 are solution of infinite chain (7.2); 8'8-1 = ~o.

- - -1 Tf = 4>0 + 8 (1'-2./\+ + p-2)8

where 8-18 = ~o.

9.2 The first step

f- =~, f~ = [X_,Po] ,
1'0 1'0

Tl 180
fo=4>o+-H+--

1'0 21'0

rr - 00
f+ = 1'2 - ,

7'0

So = [Po [Po, X-]], Vo =[Po [Po [Po ,X_]]], 00 - :1 ([Po [Po ,X_W)·

j--J.. e-1(lx [P-l,X-J T-I H ls_ 1
- If' + - - - - - + --+

1'0 7'0 1'0 2 1'0

( 1 V-I l' -1 ) ( 1'2 1 - 6_ 1 )X )8
P-2 - -- - -P-1 + 1'-2 - - +

3! 1'0 1'0 1'0

8 -1 = [p- dp-1, ./\- ]], V-I =[P- I[p~ I[p-1 , X - J]]' <5-1 = ~ ([p -1 [p-1 , X _]] 2
) .

4.
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9.3 The second step

At first we represent the explicit expressions for integrals of the motions of
self-clual system R3,~, P2 in terms of corresponding expressions of reducecl
self-dual chain (7.2) 1'0, Tl, 1'2, 1'3, T4,Po,1Jl,P2, vVe use thc notation Pl(m, R~~
with the purpose to emphasize that this quatities coincide with nonlocal
conserved values after m steps of discrcte trallsfonnation.

P (2 Po ( T~ + 0) PI Tl 2 VaTI 1 [Pl , so]
1 = -P2 + - 1'2 - -- + - + --2 - -~---.;;.

1'0 1'0 1'0 31 1'0 2 1'0

(2 _ Tl ( 1 ([P ] X)) Tl ( Ti - 50) 1 ([VO,Pl]X-)R1 - 1'3 - - 1'2 - - O,Pl, - - - 1'2 - - -----
1'0 2 1'0 1'0 2!31 1'0

R (2 _ l(so,sd ([PO,Pl],X-)(. T?+(0) 11'1([ ]V )
2 - - + 72- +-2' VO,PI..'\.- +

4 1'0 1'0 1'0 31'0
2 52

50 (1'2 + 2~) - ....Q.
1'0 T~ T~

r(2 _ ([Po,pd,X-) ( .2 ) + 11'3([ ],... )u - 1 2 - 1'31'1 -- VO,Pl ..'\.- -
1'0 311'0

1 ([vo,vdX-) 11'1([ ],... ) IT2( )- - -- Vl,PO ...'\._ + -- so, SI '
313! 1'0 3! 1'0 41'0

Now we represent the explicit expressions for solution of self-dual system
after substitution of the last expressions for nonlocal integrals into general
farmulae (6.3)

1'31'0 - 1'11'2 + ~Tl([PO,pdX-) - 2l'31([vO,1JdX-)H
k=~+ 2 +

1'01'2 - Tl + 80

1 SOT2 + Sl 1'O+ ~([Va[Pl'X-]] + [Pdvo,..-\-]]) - 1'l([P0[P1,"-\-]] + [Pl[PO,X-]]

2" 1'01'2 - Tf + 80
2 I 2 ( . 1/0 ) 1 [P ](TOTZ - Tl + 80)/+ = P2(TaTz - Tl + 80 ) + 1'3 1'1]10 - TOPl - 31 - 2'1'1 0, SI +

1 VI 1 2 1
'21'2 [PI , SO]+TO 3! +2!3! [va, Sd-POTZ+Pl (Tl (1'2- ([Po, Pl]X-))+ 3! ([Va, pdX-))
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(10.1)

1+(r2ro-r~+00) = r4 (rOr2 -rD -r~ -r~ro+2rlr2r3 +01 rO + ~(SOSl)r2+00r4+

:! ([VO, pdX-h + :! (lvJ,Po]X-h + (X-[po,pd)(r~ - rlr3) - 3~3! ([VO, Vl]X-)

10 The gauge algebras of An series

In the case of A l algebra all components of the sclf-dual field may be ex
pressed as a fractions of principle minors of SOrne definite infinite-dimensional
Inatrix constructed via known solution of reduced self-dual system [6]. To
observe this dependence from the solution of the previous section is not very
simple for the general case and so to have some experience we consider at first
the gauge algebras of Unitary series An which as always the Inost simplest
for concrete calculations.

10.1 The case of A2 algebra

In this case thc ±1 graded subspaccs arc two-diIIlcnsional. Basis vectors
of them are Xr, ./Y:. Tbc basis of zero-graded subspace are two Cartan
elements of A2 algebra hI, h2 . ±2 gracled sllbspaces are as always one
dimensional. We choose solution of the zero step in component form as

1(0 = rh l + ph2 + ßoX: + rO.lYi + TOX+

Substituting this expression into formulac of thc first step of we obtain

1 ß X- X- T+ 1'-
j(1 = -X- + 0 2 - /0 1 + (r + _1)h1 + (p + _1 )h2+

Ta Ta 1'0 1'0

Det (ßo ßl) Det (ro /1) Det ( 1'0 Ti)

1'0 Ti Xr+ 1'0 Tl v+ Tl 1'2 x+
1 + ./\. 2 + -----=----

1'0 1'0 1'0

where T~ = Tl ± ~ß%.
We omit the expressions for negative components of thc second step which

can be obtained froDl the last formulae by help of only algebraic operations
anel represcnt thc explicit expressions far nonuegative oucs

Det (T~ rt) Det (T~ Tl )
162 = (T + rl r3 )h1+ (p + rl rt )h2+
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(ßo ßl ß2 ) ('0 11
/2 )

Dei T~ Ti Tt Dei 1'~ Tl 1'2

/(2 _ Tl 1'2 1'3 x+ Tl 1'2 1'3" x+ (10.2)+1 - .6- 1+ .6- 2

Co Ti Ti)
Dei T~ 1'2 +

T:~

/(2 _ 1'2
1'-

1'4 x+3
+ - .6-

where
± 1 1

Tl = Tl ± "2ß010 ,1't = 1'3 ± 2ßl1l

rt = 1'2 + ßIIO, 1':; = 1'2 - ßOIll .6- = Dei (1'~ 1'i )
Tl 1'2

if in the above fonnulae put ßi = ri = 0 we return to known before expres
sions of A l algebra case.

10.2 The case of arbitrary n

Vve will use (n + 1)-dhnensional representation of An algebra - so called its
first fundamental one. The arbitrary eleInent of +1 graded space Pk may be
represented in matrix fonn as

(

0 ak 0)
Pk = 0 0 bk

o 0 0

where ak (n-1)-c1imensional row vector , bk (n-1)-diInensional column vector.
vVithout any difficulties for all other values taking part in the fonnulae of
two first steps of discrete transfonnation we obtain

where (arbk) = 2:::7==-/ a~b~ and 11 b~a.{ 11- (n - 1) x (n - 1) Inatrix with
corresponding matrixes elements.
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(10.4)

pt = (~ ~ ~) 1 Pk = (~ (~ ~)
o 0 0 0 0 0

As a direct corollary of the above formulae thc following relations take place

~[Pl' so] = (aobdpt - (a1bo)po + ~(boao)(pt - pI)

~< ,d = Vuu (Pt + Po) + V8o«boaI)pt + (b1ao)pI)

The following functions having two indexes i; j taking values in subspace of
zero graded index will be important for compact fonn writing of the result
of rn-th tirnes application of discrete transfonnation

IJ,'; = [pt[pj 1 X-]] + [Pi [P+ 1 X-]], 0 ~ i, j ~ (m - 1)

The substitution of all exppressions above in corresponding formulae of the
previous section leads to the following solution of self-dual system on the first
step

1 [X p] T 1 [p r"J X -]]
f(1 = -X- + -, 0 + (r + ~)H + (p + _ ou 0, )

Ta Ta Ta 2 Ta

Det (PO PI) Det (Pt p!) Det (T~ Ti)
Ta Tl + Ta Tl + Tl 1'2 X+ (10.3)
Ta Ta Ta

Nonnegative conlponents of the second step are thc following ones

D t ( Ta Ti) Det ( Ta Tl)

1{2_( !( e 1'21'3 Tt Tt ))H+
o - r+ 2 ß + ß

(p + ~TT(I{2D- l )
2

where D-l is 2 x 2 matrix invertible to 111atrix

D = (T~ Tl)
Tl 1'2

Det (~~ ~~ ~}) Det (~~ ~~ ~~)
/(2 _ Tl 1'2 rt + Ti 1'2 1'3"
+1- ß ß
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where
± 1 1

Tl = Tl ± "2(aobo), Tt = 1'3 ± 2"(a1bd,

1'i = 1'2 + (alba), 1':; = 1'2 - (aabd, ß = Dei (1'~ 1't )
1'1 1'2

It is not difficult, not only to generalizc thc expressions abovc to an arbitrary
step of thc discrete transformation, but by elirect calculation also to check
(by use of methods similar those used in [7]) thcir valielity. Corresponding
calculations are not vcry simple and straightforwarel. So we present here only
the final result of discrete transformation after thc ln-th step for nonnegative
components of self-elual field. The maill role will play the following infinite
dimensional matrix constructed from solution of reduced self-dual system

0 Po ])1 ])2
pt 1'0 rt rt

D= pt 1'1 1'2 1'+ (10.5)3

pt Ti 7'3 1'4

For finite n x n matrix ( counting froIll the left llpper corner) arising from
D after interrupting its i, j, .. rows anel k, l, .. columns we will use notation
11 (D~~',:Jn 11· In this notation we obtain

(m _ 1 Dei 11 (DLm-dm 1I +Dei 11 (Di,m-l)m 11

10 - (7 + 2" Dei 11 (DOm 11 H+

P+ T1'(I(m(ll (DDm 11)-1)

(10.6)

j(m _ Dei 11 (D1
)m+l 11 +Dei 11 (Ddm+l 1I

+1 - Dei 11 (D})m 11

f(m _ Dei I1 (DDm+l 11

+ - Dei 11 (DDm 11
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11 Solution of the reduced self-dual system
by the methods of matrix Riemann prob
lem

It is weIl known that the general solution of self-dual system is equivalent
to the matrix Rielnann problem, the equation for which in this case has the
form

exp F (y + '\z, z - ,\Yl ,\) = G+ I ( ,\ ) G_(.,\) (11.1)

where F(y+'\z, z-,\y,'\) is an arbitrary algebra-valued function, G+ (.,\) ,G_('\)
are limiting values on some contour C in the cOInplex ,\ plane of two group
valued functions GI ('\), G2 (,\) analytical DUtsidc and inside the cirde C. vVe
take the point ,\ = inf to be outside C. The boundary condition for (11.1)
at the point A -t inf is the following one

where f takes values in the algebra.
The proof is vcry simple. Let us act on both sieles of equation (11.1) by

two operators of differentiation D1 == %z - Aty' D1 = !/y + A:z' Keeping in
nlind that both these operators annihilatc thc function of the left hand side
of equality (11.1) we COllle to the following relation on cirde C

(11.2)

From the latter relation, as usual for Riemann problelll methods we condude
that we have deal with single on analitical function which has no singularities
in the whole conlplex plane and so by Liouvillels theormll is constant. Using
the boundary conditions we come to equalities in the notations of the section
3 (see (3.1) and below)

(11.3)

And this is exactly equation of self-dual systern (compare with (2.1)).
Unfortunely explicit form of solution of matrix Rimllann problem is un

known. But in the case of solvable algebra undcr additional condition that
solution of Riemann problem is known for its solvable part the whole solu
tion may be reconstructed in explicit form. This situation is arised as we will
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see below in the case of reduceel self-clual systenl (7.2). In this case using
tbe grading of section 3 it is possible after some obvious transformation to
rewrite (11.1) in the form

exp aX+ exp A exp B exp rH exp Fa = G:;l('-\)G_(;\) (11.4)

where functions scalar functions a, r,A, B taking valucs in the degree +1
subspace, Fa (0 graded subspace, [X±, Fa] = 0)) are arbitrary functions of
three independent arguments (y + AZ, Z - AV, .-\). Thc algcbraic properties of
functions A, Bare described in section 3 (see (4.1) and below).

Now let us assurne that solution of the Rielnann problcln nncler thc choice
of its homogeneous coefficient function as exp Fo is known, i.e.,

Substituting this expression for exp Fa in (11.4) anel removing the term (;1 (..\)

on the first froln the left place after sOlne trivial regrouping of terms we will
have

The next step of transfonnation of thc last equation is as folIows: we rep
resent the function T in the form r = T+ - r- allel rccalling the necessary
commutation relations remove the tenn exp T+ H on the first ( from the left
place) with the result

exp(exp -2r+a)X+ exp(exp -r+t+At:;l) exp(cxp -r+t+Bt:;l) =

exp -r+Ht+G:;l(A)G_(;\)t: l exp r- H

The trick of the salne kind it is possible to repeat with all others terms of
the last product. Ineleed the subspaces A anel B commutativc anel so auy
difficulties will not be met this way. Finally wc come to equation of the form

with the single solution S = 1 from which follows the explicit expression for
G1(..\)
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exp f(A + B)+ cxp T+ Hi l (A) (11.5)

ASyIllptotic value of the last group elenlent gives thc explicit cxpressions for
solution of reduced self-dual systeIll in the fonn

f = (/ d.\a(.\) exp -27"+(.\) + / d.\ / dA' ~ [ßl (~)!;,(A')J )x++

(11.6)

/ dAßI (A) + 10

where the function of +1 graded space ßl is defined as ßI (A) = exp -T+i+ (A+
B)t+. l and 10 is the solution of self-dual SystCIll thc gauge algebra of which
conicide with the subspace of zero graded index of the initial algebra. the
single solution S = 1 from which follows the explicit expression for Gl(A)

- - 1 - -G1(A) = exp-[(aexp-2T+ - [B+,A])+ + 2[B+,A+]X+

exp f(A + B)+ exp T+ lit} (A) (11.7)

Asymptotic value of the last group eleIllent givcs thc explicit expressions for
solution of reduced self-dual system in the fonn

BA = ABA
Bi By'
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then all formulae of the present section will hold without any changes. So
the integral in (11.8) is necessary to understand in the continllal sense

where functions with different s are distinguished from each other and all As

are distinct solutions of the (in implicit fonn) exactly integrable system of
the pair Monge equations (11.9). In all concrete applications connected with
solving S0111e problem with given boundary conditions (connected with the
interruption of the infinite chain) there appeal' only sums instcad of integrals.

12 The conditions of interrupting of reduced
self-dual chain

All solutions constructed up to now by help of discrete transformation are
some partial solution of self-dual systeln. From thc point of view of physi
cal applications the most interesting olles are thosc which satisfy additional
conditions of "rcality" in the form

C = ct 1 f = ft, fi = Xl - iX2 = Y*, Z = Xo - iX3 = z*

where Xj are real coordinates of four-dimensional space-time and t ,* are
the signs of Hermitian and complex conjllgations. The intcrest to solution of
this kind arised something about 20 years aga in conncction with attempts to
understand situation in field Yang-Mills gauge theories. Thc circle of these
problems may be called shortly as monopole and instanton problems. It is
obvious that sclf-dual system (2.1) is invariant with respect. to transformation
(inner automorphism)

(12.1)

To find. thc place of lnonopole and instanton configurations among those
obtainable by means of discrete transfoflnatioll, let us consicler luore carefully
the rcsult of application of discrete transformation from left and right ( see
seetion 6) to a solution Co which is invariant with respect to transformation
(12.1). We have conscquently

C(+l = SlGO, G(~l = CoSr
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But from the COffiInents of the section it follows that SI . S$ if GO = G6 and
SO

Repeating thc saUle operation m times we COIne to conclusion that

where the notation denotes the rn-th application on the left (+m) or right
(- m) of the discrete transformation to aan ini tial solution Go satisfying the
condition of reality (12.1). So if starting from a solution of the reduced self
dual system (7.2), after m steps of left and subsequently In steps of right
discrete transformations, we return to a solution of the reduced self-dual
system (for the function J) then in thc middlc of this chain we will have a
solution for which the condition of reality is satisfied. This means that this
solution allows some physical interpretation.

The result of 21n-th application of the discrete transformation is known
(at least for the Unitary series (10.6)) in cxplicit fonn and boundary condition
on the second end of the chain restriet thc choice of initial solution of reduced
self-dual system of the last section.

The self-dllal system possesses a rich cla."3s of inner automorphisms and
with each of them it is possible by means of a discrete transformation to
construct a solution invariant under thc corrcsponding alltomorphism. The
simplest example of dircct solution ( witbollt using tbe general results of
section 12) of tbe problem of interrupting of self-dnal chain on both sides,
the reader can find in Appendix H.

13 Conclusion

By means of rather complicated calclllatiolls wc came to the remarkably
simple form of thc final result which wc conjccture to be true in the case of
arbitrary semisimple algebras (10.6). This rncans only that metbods which
we have used are not adequate for thc probleIll nnder consideration and inte
grable substitution by itself must be thc sllbject of independent considcration.
We know now that this is some kind of discrete group with not simple inner
structure and only on having availablc a representation theory of discrete
groups of such kind will it be possible to know why we have obtaind such a
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simple final result after the comparatively cUInbcrsome calculations in this
paper.

14 Appendix I

Here we represent without commcnts and proofs SOlne formulas useful for
concrete calculations of section 8 which tan bc checked using the rcsults of
section 7. Vve conserve also all notations of this scction.

3
[v,s] = 2"(s,s)p,

In all relations below . is the differentiation with respcct to arbitrary argu
ment.

[v,s] = ~(s:s)+(s,s)p-«(P,p],X_),

15 Appendix 11

Here we want to demonstrate brieflyon the simplest exmnple how the prob
lem of interrupting of the chain may be rcsolved elirectly. Let us consider the
case when the infinite chain (7.2) is intcrruptecl on thc first step. In other
words our initial solution is of the form f(O = (0,0, fo,Po, 1'0) and we want to

have thc final solution as f(I = (f~l, f~\, fJ1, 0, 0). To solve this problem it is
necessary to remember the explicit formllias of the first step of the previous
scction anel arising from its system of equations

(1 Vo 1'1
f+1 = 0 -+ PI = --31 + -Po,

·1'0 1'0
j (l 0 ri - 8ö
+ = -+1'2 = --

ra
(15.1)

and system (7.2) for the case of n = 0,1

. , . 1(X - [p .])Tl=ra-wro+'2 a,Pa
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By the series of transformation from thc latter systems (15.1) and (??) it is
possible to separate the the following system of equations for two functiolls
u=!J.v=Y1

ra' ra
uu + vi; = u', vü + ?LV = v'

which is equivalent to two independent i\10nge equations for functions w± =
u±v . ,

w±w± = w±
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